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BEaiQgHfT Pift?B*pirg pence

This invention ralat«3 to a dispensing device, and nor*

epecifically, to a dovlca soitablo for dispensing diacroto

aaounto of a particulate aaterlal entrained In an air flow.

Zn particular, th* invention in concerned with a diapaaaing

device of the type where a aetered dose la edalnlstered on

Inhalation. by • patient.

Metered dose inhalers are veil known in aedicine for

treataent, or alleviation of the effects of respiratory

ccaplalnta, for exaaple asthaa. Many of these devices are for

nse with a pressurized aerosol dispensing container. However,

inhalers for dispensing estered doses of drugs in dry powder

Corn are also known.

' DS- 2, 587, 315 describes devices having separate drug

reservoirs and air nixing chanbers in which aetered doses of

the drug are dispersed la an air straan which Is inhaled by a

patient, the netering eeaber is in the form of either a slide

plate having a netering hole therein for receiving a drug

dose, or a rotatable slide aeabar having dose-receiving

depressions in Its upper surface. EP-o,488,s09 ainliarly

describes a elide plate dose netering device.

EP-0, 069,715 describes a device in which doses of drugs

are transferred by e perforated oeubrane fro* a storage

reservoir across an air conduit through which air Inhaled by

a patient is drawn.

EP-0,079,478; EP-0,16e,294 and CB-2.16S.1S9 describe

devices la which a drug dose is transferred frua a storage

reservoir to e passage for air inhaled -by a patient located

isaadiataly beneath the reservoir, in a recess forned in a

rotatable netering aeaber positioned between the reservoir and

the air passage.

05-4.274.403 describes an- Inhaler having a rotary

netering eenber with a drug dose receiving aperture

therethroogh. the catering eeaber is slidable between
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positions In which the aperture is aligned with en outlet of

a" drug storage reservoir for loading a dose of drug into the

aperture, and In which It la aligned with an inhalation

noasia. The aetaring eeaber eleo hae a further passage

caoaunicatlng with the drug receiving aperture therein, the

passage being open to the aablant ataosphere when the aperture

la aligned with the inhalation nozile to allow air to be drawn

through the aperture and to entrain the drug therein for

Inhalation by a patient.

wo 92/00771 describes an Inhaler having a rotary netering

aeaber with drug dose-receiving depressions in its periphery.

A dose of drug is loaded In each depression when aligned with

e drug storage reservoir. The dotaring aeaber is rotated to

bring e dose laden depression into cossunication with an air

inhalation passage for inhalation of the drug dose by a

patient.

vo 92/10229. in our nana, describes an inhaler which

utilises a flow of impressed air to fluldlte and load

powdered aedicaaent contained in a storage reservoir, into a

dose catering chaaber for inhalation by a patient. A

controlled air bleed through the ottering chaaber la achieved

to provide a full dose of drag in the netering chaaber.

H0 92/09222 describes an inhaler having a rotatable

catering drun for receiving powder doses and for delivering

such doses to an inhalation mouthpiece. The device baa an air

channel coaaunlcatlng with a aetered dose in the netering drua

for discharging the dose in aa air flew inhaler through the

oouthpieee.

H© 90/12327 describes a dry powder inhaler where discrete

doses of the powder are carried on tape. The doses ere

renewed frea the tape into an inhaled air etrean by

oaaggloaeration/aerosol isation oeans which are cocked by

opening a protective cover and are actuated on inhalation by

a patient. .

HO 92/04928 describes a powder inhaler having e spring

loaded cylindrical dosing plunger which la loaded with e dose

of powder stored in e reservoir. When a cap of the inhaler ia
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r«ov*d, Lbo dosing plunger is Doved by its spring loading to

bring the dose into coumonlcation with • whirl nixing chamber

through which inhaled air passes.

However s powder dose is loaded into end renins in the

doss receiving recess in the plunger from the tine the cover

is replaced until the next use of the inhaler. Since powder

blends are generally hydroscopic, any moisture in the doss

receiving recess tends to make the powder doee adhere to the

surfaces of the recess. This tends to prevent a full dose

freo being, delivered during the next inhalation. This is

aggravated if the patient exhales into the device thereby

coating the plunger recess with moisture. Since a dose of

powder is reloaded into the recess IrcCtilaLclV it is depressed

into the powder reservoir on replacing the cover, there is no

opportunity to use a desiccant to absorb any moisture in the

dose receiving recess before it receives a powder dose.

Another disadvantage of this device is that the cover is

not retained on the inhaler. If the cover is lost the inhaler

becones inoperative which could hove severe consequence* for

a patient relying en use of the inhaler.

a further disadvantage is that the powder is loaded by a

spring biassed piste acting on the powder in the reservoir.

This force tends to result in the powder being connected to

different degrees et different parts of the reservoir which

can adversely affect the loading thereof into the recess in

the plunger.

The object of the invention is to provide laprovanenta in

dry powder nedicaaent dispensing devices to facilitate the

operation thereof. It is also an object to isprove the

delivery of drug doses so as to achieve sore consistency in

the notered doses of the drug.

The invention provides a medicament dispensing device

cenprieing an inhalation nossle, e reservoir for containing a

supply of nedlcasent In powder fora, netaring means for

producing a dose of powder fro* -said reservoir, dispensing

teens for presenting such dose for inhalation through said

noxals, a aovable cover for said noasle, end actuating scans.
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Figure 1 is a vertical section through e dry powder

inhaler enbodying the invention;

Figure 2 la an exploded view, on a reduced ocala, of the

inhaler of Figure 1;

Figures ia end 38 to Figures 8A and SB are, respectively,

side and sectional views of the inhsler Illustrating an

opening and closing sequence of the nouthplece cover and the

corresponding positions of the dose delivery slide;

Figures 9A and 9B are diagraaaatic sectional details of

the hopper and oouthpiece asseahly of the Inhaler Illustrating

the air flows therethrough;

Figures 1QA and 10B are, respectively, a sectional side

view and an end view of the nouthplece essenhly;

'

Figures lift and 11B are diagramstie illustrations of

cans provided on the nouthplece cover shoving their

cooperation with yoke ems for controlling actuation and

resetting of the dose delivery system;

Figure 13 is a diagraaaatic representation of e resilient

can track portion provided on a yoke essenhly of the inhaler;

Figures 13A-13D are respective diagraaaatic Illustrations

of an alternative triggering neehanlsa shown in different

pivotal positions of the nouthplece cover; and

Figure 14 is a verical cross-section through an

alternative dose slide carrier essenhly.

Referring to the drawings, the inhaler (10} coxsnrises a

hollow substantially cylindrical body (11) which is closed at

its upper end by a cap portion (12) and has a hinged

Douthplece cover (12) which noroally closes an aperture in a

lower portion of the eide wall of the cylindrical body (11)

.

The body (11) ceaprises a lower ease portion (14) on which the

aoothpieca cover (13) is hingsdly counted to be captively

retained thereon, and an upper case closed portion (IS) . The

upper and lower case portions (14 end 15) of the body (11)

have overlapping, intarengagaahle portions which are provided

with cooperating screw threads or •other joining scans, e.g. a

snap connection, for facilitating assembly of the inhsler

(10).

4

responsive to ooveaent of the cover, for causing actuation of

said dispensing eeens, characterised in that said actuating

neans include seans, responsive to ooveaent of the cover, for

causing actuation of said astering neans, and, in that, said

actuating neans are adapted to cause actuation of said

catering neans and subsequent actuation of said dispensing

neans, in response to novcaent of the' cover.

An advantage of e device according to the invention over

WO 92/04928 is that during storage the netering recess is

eapty thus aininiting the risk of dose adhering to the cup due

to hygroscopic action of the drug compound.

According to a feature of the invention, the cover nay

remain fixed to the device e.g. by hinging neans. An

advantage of this feature is that it is then not possible to

lose the cover, which would render the device inoperative and

thus the patient would be without nedlcation.

'According to a further feature of the invention, the

netering neans nay be pneunatic. This feature has the

advantage that air flow through the porous powder noves the

entire bulk reservoir and applies a netering force at the dose

cup with little coapactlen of the hulk. The result is very

consistent powder density in the netering cup - leading to a

consistent metered dose. In aystea of WO 92/04928 the spring

force acting on the top of the blend in the bulk reservoir

provides the netering farce resets fron the dosing recess.

This neans that the netering force is dependent on the powder

characteristics and depth of powder so that it is unlikely

that the dosing will be consistent. It is well known that

powder is compressible, typically up to 301 for pharmaceutical

powders, end so applying force to the powder bulk will result

in varying powder density and thus varying dose site. Zt is

undesirable in e drug delivery system that the delivered doee

should increase substantially over the life of the system.

An embedloant of the invention will now be described by

way of exaaple and with reference to the accompanying

drawings, in which:*
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A hopper unit (IS), for containing a supply of a drug in

powdered fora, is located within the body part (11) . The

hopper unit (16) has a generally planar base portion (17)

provided with a downwardly notched outer periphery at (18) for

engagenent with an arcuate ledge portion (19) famed around a

portion of the Inner wall of the lower case part (14). The

hopper unit is disposed in the lower case (14) with the upper

case (15) separated therefrom. The hopper. unit (IS) la formed

with a reservoir (20) far containing a supply of the powdered

drug. The reservoir (20) has en annular wall which converges

progressively towards its lower end et which e discharge

orifice (21) le defined. The reservoir (20) is formed

integrally with the base section (17). The upper end of the

wall of the reservoir (20) is famed with en internal notch

(22) far seating a circular disc (23) which is air permeable.

The upper end of the annular wall of the reservoir (20) is

also provided with an encircling cylindrical wall (25)

integrally joined to the wall of the reservoir (20) by en

annular portion (26).

A bellows (27) ceaprises s corrugated wall having a

closed upper end and having at its lower end en integral

sealing ring (28). The coaling ring has en outer annular

portion which locates in an annular channel defined between

the upper end of the wall of the reservoir (20) and the

encircling cylindrical wall (25). The sealing nemher (28) has

en inwardly directed flange portion (29) which is dawnturned

at its inner edge for engaging around the upper end of the

wall of the reservoir (20) to locate in the notch (22) in

contact with the disc (23) located therein.

To complete the upper assembly of the powder 'dispensing

apparatus, e yoke neaher (31) is located en and in contact

with the top of the bellows (27). The yoke member (21) has en

upper portion comprising e disc-like base portion (22) with an

integral upstanding cylindrical wall portion (33) which, at

its upper end, extends radially outwardly to provide an

annular portion (24) and than axlally downwardly to provide an

encircling cylindrical wall (35) which has an internal
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diameter greater than tha •xtemel diss*tar of the cylindrical

vail (25) of the hopper unit (1«> . A compression spring (37)

is engaged within the cylindrical central race** defined by

the baaa (32) and upstanding wall (33) of tha yoke member and

la held In compression when the top case part (15) ia folly

screw thraadably engaged with the lower case portion (14) . In

order to Baintain tha cenpreaeion spring In its compressed

atata while tha nouthpieca cover (13) la In Its closed

position, thereby preventing dispensing of a dose of pondered

aedicementfroa tha reservoir (20) , the yoke member (31) has

a pair of downwardly depending elongate llnbs (36) , the lower

ends of which cooperate with can portions (70,71) formed

Integrally with the cover (13) as described below.

The hopper unit (16) has a leg portion (40) downwardly

depending froo the base part (1?) at en acuta angle with

respect thereto. A circular recess (41) ia formed in one side

of the leg portion (40) In order to receive a mounting section

of a mouthpiece and cyclone assembly described below. Tha

hopper unit (16) also includes an integral sownting section

comprising • "ice wall (42) extending generally perpendicular

to the leg portion (40) and having a transverse ledge (43) for

scenting a movable dose dispensing slide assembly (44) which

ia described below.

The hopper aasenbly (16) ia also fcreed with a channel

(45) open at either end for the passage of air therethrough.

The channel (45) ia also downwardly open along the underside

of the base plate portion (17) of the hopper unit.

The dose dispensing slide unit (44) craprises e slide

member (46) having a dose receiving depression (47) famed in

an upper surface thereof and a vent aperture («7a)

therethrough. ' The slide plate is uaintained in contact with

the underside of the base plate (17) of the hopper unit far

sliding oovesent between a first position in which the dose

receiving depression (47) la located beneath the outlet

orifice (31) of the drug reservoir (20) and a second position

in which the depression (47) containing the dose of drug is

placed in a prlnary air nixing chamber provided by tha channel

WO94/05359 PCT/CB91/01TO
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(62). Referring to Figs. 10A and 10B, the nixing chanber (62)

coKprlaes a cyclone having four eaui-angularly spaced

tangential air inlets (63) arranged in an annulua around the
.

nixing chamber, the uppermost tangential inlet passage (63)

cQZBunlcates with the prlnary nixing chanber (45) whilst the

remaining three tangential inlets allow air to be drawn

therethrough into the cyclone on inhalation through tha

ncethplece (61). The section of the secondary mixing chanber

(62) within the annulua of air inlets (63) communicates with

a progressively narrowing joining portion (64) which

. coBBUnleatea with tha nouthpiaca (61). The end of the

mouthpiece unit (60) remote from the DOttthplece (61) is

provided with a plug-like outer periphery for engaging within

the recess (41) formed in the depending leg section of the

hopper unit (16).

The mouthpiece cover (13) is hingedly mounted to the

bottom wall of the lower case part (14) and has a resilient

latching projection (38) for latching with a catch projection

(33) on the lower casing (14) to hold the cover In its closed

position. opposite aldea of the nouthpiece et its hinged

parts, ere formed with respective can fornations (70 and 71).

At .one side of the cover, a circular can (70) ia formed in

association with the cover blnga (72) for cooperation with the

lover end of one of the downwardly extending llnbs (36) of the

yoke member (31). The can (70) has a snail depression (73) at

its crest portion in which the lower end of the corresponding

yoke limb (36) engages when the cover is in its closed

position. AS the cover opens, the can moves to a position to

allow the yoke to drop in order to cause actuation of the drug

dispensing Dschaniss as described below.

At the apposite side of the cover, the can (71)

cooperates with a resilient pivotally nounted trigger

mechanism (74) which cooperates with the other limb (36) of

the yoke neater (31). The trigger (74), which la plvotally

oounted on the lower casing part (14) comprises three radially

extending portions, e first relatively thick portion (75)

against which the end of the corresponding yoke limb (36)

8

(43) in the hopper unit base plate (17). in the first

position, the vent aperture (47a) communicates with the

channel (45). The allda (46) la in the form of a narrow plate

with the depression (47) formed in its upper surface. At one

end of the allde, a pair of spaced transverse walls (48,49)

project upwardly and are received In a alot in the hopper boss

plate (17). The slide (46) also baa a laterally projecting

peg (50). The slide (46) ia spring blessed to its second

position in which its depression (47) is placed in the prlnary

mixing chamber (43). Per this purpose, a leaf aprlng (Si) la

provided, one end of the spring being located in the slot

defined between the walla (48,49) of the slide and tha other

end of the leaf spring being fixed to an outer side wall

portion of the reservoir (20).

The slide member (46) ia mounted on a slide carrier (53)

which has in its upper surface a channel (54) in which the

elida member (46) la alldahly mounted end In its lower surface

a recess (55) for receiving e Massing spring (56). The slide

mounting (53) baa an upwardly projecting narrow flange (57)

which defines with a lower portion of the side wall of the

reservoir (20) an inlet air passage to the prlnary nixing

chanber (45).

The spring (56) which extends at an- angle to the vertical

axle of the device, biasaes tha slide member (46) when located

In the upper channel (54) of the slide mounting (53) , against

the underside of the hopper base plate (17) and also Into

contact with the aide wall of the leg portion (40) of the

hopper unit. The contact between the slide member (46) and

the base plate (17) end leg portion (40) of the hopper unit is

such that pressurized 'air can bleed therebetween without

permitting the passage of the powdered drug therebetween.

This is a feature of the method of loading a dose of drug Into

the metering depression (47) in the slide plate, which Is

described below.

A further element of the device is en integral mouthpiece

end cyclone unit (60). The mouthpiece section (61)

communicates with a secondary air and powder mixing chamber

WO 94/0539 PCT/C893/81893
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locates, a second narrower portion (77) for engaging with the

can (71) and a third narrower and cere flexible portion (78)

which resiliently abuts against the side wall of the lower

case part (14) for resetting the trigger. In the closed

position of the cover, the yoke is maintained in its upper

position by engagement with tha first trigger projection (75)

,

the trigger being maintained In this position by engagement of

the eeeand trigger portion (77) with an abutment surface (76)

on the cam (71). As the cover is opened, the can (71) is

rotated anti-clockwise until a second abutment surface (79)

thereof engages the trigger portion (77) sufficiently to

release the trigger portion (75) , with a snap action, from Its

engagement supporting the yoke limb (36) which is thereby

allowed to drop under the action of blessing spring (37)

acting on the yoke. The third trigger portion (78) is than

reslllently deforced against the side wall of the lower case

so that whan the cover is closed again and the yoke ia lifted

to its upper position by rotation of the can (70) , the trigger

is reslllently reset to its original position in engagement

with the lower end of the corresponding yoke limb (36).

in order to control the action of the elide (46), one of

the yoke limbs (36) is formed with a laterally projecting,

reslllently mounted cam portion (60) having a three

dimensional, generally triangular can track (81) provided

thereon (Figure 12). The peg (SO) formed on the aide of the

allde member (46) engages in the cam track (81). The elide

(46) Is held in Its initial position against tha action of

blessing spring (51). when the yoke member is in its upper

position with the nouthpiece cover (13) in its closed position

(Pigs. 3A end 38). The peg (50) is then located et the lower

end of the vertical portion of the cam track (S3) and remains

in such position during an initial opening of the cover (13)

(Pigs. 4A and 48). When the oouthpiece cover (13) la opened

sufficiently to allow the yoke to move downwardly under the

action of spring (36) . the cam moves downwardly with respect

to the peg (50) until peg (50) saves to the upper end of the

vertical portion (B1A) of the cam track (81) (Pigs. SA and 58)
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• 1 lowing, on rertber opening of tho ww (13), the spring

(51) to move the slid* <«s) laterally to it* second position

during which toe peg (50) boms along the horiiontal top

portion (816) of the can track (81) (rigs. 6A and 60). after

drug dispensing operation and when the cow (13) is egain

ooved towards lt« closed position so that the yoke la lifted,

the can than coves upwardly in relation to the peg (SO) so

that the peg (60) then noves along the slanted portion (8ic)

of the can track (81) to bring the elide (46) back toward* its

Initial position against the action of its blessing spring

(51) (fi9»« T* and

The lover part of the slanted portion of the cas

(Bi) is formed with e rasp surface which terminates In an

vail (BID) which provides a side wall portion of the vertical

can track portion (tin). As the cover 1* further elosed

(Pigs. 8A ana 68) , the peg (50) of the slide aesber (46) rides

over the rasp surface, vhich is permitted by a resilient

deforaatlon of the can portion (80) with respect to the yoke

era (36). "hen the peg (50) la positioned again In the

vertical can track portion (81A), the can portion (80)

reslliently snaps back so that the end well (61B) of the reap

then ebuta the peg (50) preventing it froa re-entering the

slanted can track portion.

The operation of the device Is generally as follows,

when the cover (13) is open sufficiently to release the

trigger (74), the yoke (31) U coved downwardly under the

action of its blessing spring (36) . Ibis causes the bellows

(2?) to be ceaprssaed which results In sir being forced

through the supply of powdered drug (90) located in tba

reservoir (30). The air flow fluid! ias the powdered drug end

entrains the drug so aa to fill the aeterlng depression (47)

in the slide (46) . As described above, this filling operation

is effected by providing an air bleed between the alide (46)

end the engaging portions of the hopper unit (16) to cas intain

en eir flow through the dose receiving depression (47) thereby

effectively filling that depression with powdered drug.

After e predeterained tin* Interval during which filling

of the depression (47) with a dose of powdered drug has been

conpleted and the yoke (11) has moved down sufficiently for

the elide peg (50) to have reached the upper horizontal

portion (810) of the can track (61), the.elida ia eoved to its

second position andor tha action of spring (51) whereby the

dose laden depression (47) is brought into the prinary nixing

chauber (45) . The deaign ia such that access to the

Boothplece (61) ia prevented until the elide baa been aoved so

ee to bring a dose of powdered drug into the prinary nixing

chamber. On' inhalation at the aoothpiece (61), air is drawn

through the prinary nixing chamber (45) causing turbulence

around the drug' laden depression (47) in the slide (46) which

draws the dose of drug into the eir atrees in the prinary

nixing chamber (43). Continued inhalation draws the air end

powdered drug mixture through the upper tangential eir inlet

(63) into the second cyclone nixing chamber (62) es well as

drawing further swirling eir flows through the other three

tangential air inlets (63) of tho cyclone. The thoroughly

mixed air end powdered drug le then inhaled by the patient.

After use, the mouthpiece cover (13) ia closed thereby

lifting the yoke (35) end causing the slide (46) to be aoved

beck to Its initial position aa the peg- (50) thereof ia moved

along the slanted portion (B1C) of the cam track of can (81)

es described above. The device Is then reedy for another drug

dispensing operation.

Suitable drugs or- drug blends which any be used in en

inhaler described above nay include salbutamol, beclonethaseno

dipropionste, budesonlde end sodium cronoglycate.

In other embodiments, the Inhaler of Pigs. 1-13 could be

modified so that the cyclone of unit (60V lias in e horisontel

plana rather than tho generally upright plane adopted in the

first embodiment. Moreover, a pivotal plate valve may be

provided' in the exit of the nestle (61) or In air. inlets into

the body (11), which communicate with the nozzle (61), to

inhibit the passage of air exhaled by a patient, into the

Inhaler.
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In a further embodiment, a modified trigger medianlso, as

illustrated in Pigs. 13A-13D. may be utilised. Such e

mechanism, a a described below, le preferably provided on each

aide of the cover (13) to cooperate with the respective llcbs

(26) of the yoke member (31). The limbs (36) are then of en

equal length end the trigger (74) is emitted. This provides

a acre evenly balanced end mere reliable triggering of the

yoke mexber (31).

Referring to Pigs. 13A-13D, each side of the cover (13)

has a circular cam (100) integral therewith. The cam is

formed with en arcuate triggering alot (101) therein. A

modified trigger is In the form of a rotary disc (103) counted

en the inhaler body (11) in e fees to fees sliding disposition

with the cam (100) . The disc (102) has s sector shaped recess

(103) foroed therein. Tho disc (103) hem an integral lateral

peg (104) which engages in the triggering slot (101) of the

cam (100). The lower end of the respective yoke limb (36)

rests on the eater circumference of the disc (102) when the

cover (13) is closed, es seen in Pig. 13A, end on the outer

srence of the cam (100) after a triggering operation,

in Pig. 130.

As the cover (13) is opened, tha alot (101) and the peg

(104) novo relative to one enother, es seen In Pig. 13 B. until

the peg (104) engages one end of the slot (101), as seen in

Pig. 13C. further opening of the cover (13) results in tha

rotation of the disc (102), as seen In Pig. 130, whereby the

yoke limb (36) engages in the recess (203) ia the disc causing

triggering of a drug dose delivery for inhalation at the

nettle (61), as described above in relation to the first

The disc' (102) le spring biassed to Its rotary position

es shewn in Pig. 13A. Therefore, during resetting of the

device on closing of the cover (13), the yoke licb (38) is

lifted by the can (100) until it is above the disc (102) . The

disc (102) is then moved by its 'spring bias to its original

position at shown in Pig. 13A.
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Alternatively the disc (102) is reset to Its original

position when tba lateral peg (104) engages with the opposite

end of the triggering slot (101) as the cover (13) approaches

its closed position.

figure 14 illustrates enother possible slide carrier

assembly (130) which can replace slide carrier assembly (44)

of the fist embodiment.

The assembly (120) comprises s slide carrier (121) having

a channel-shaped recess (123) for receiving e dosing slide

(123) formed with a dose-receiving depression (134) In its

upper surface. The recess (122) has trough (125) formed la

its base vail to receive e generally v-shaped spring (136).

The free ends of the limbs of the spring (126) act against the

underside of the slide (133) to urge it against the underside

of the base plata (17) of the hopper unit.
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1. * .medicament dispensing device comprising en

inhalation nossle (61), * reservoir (20) for containing a

supply of medicament in powder form, metering Mans (27,37,47)

for producing s dose of povdar frca said reservoir, dispensing

means (50,51,10) for presenting such dose for Inhalation

through seld nottla, • movable cover (13) for said nossle, and

actuating means (31,73,74), responsive to aovaaent of the

cow (13)., for causing actuation of said dispensing means,

characterized in that said actuating scans include means (32-

36,73,74), responsive to movement of the cover (13), for

causing actuation of said Detering means (27,37,47), and, in

that, said actuating scans (31-36,72,34) are adapted to cause

actuation of said sotaring seans (37,37,47) and subsequent

actuation of said dispensing nesns (50,51,80) , in response to

Boveaent of the cover (13).

3.. A device according to Claim 1, wherein said metering

and dispensing means (27, 37.47;50, 51, 10) are actuated by

opening of said cover (13) by e predeterained amount.

•J. A device according to Clain l wherein said notaring

and dispensing seans (27,37,47150,51,80) are actuated by

opening of said cover (13) by an asount insufficient to permit

inhalation through the noatle (61).

4. A device according to Clais 1 including an outer

casing (11) for housing said reservoir (20) and said catering

and dispensing aeans (27,37,47(50,51,60) wherein the caver

(13) is Dovably connected to said outer casing (11).

5. A device according to Ciaie 4 wherein said aovable

cover (13) is held captive on said outer casing (11)

.

6. A device according to CI* in 1 wherein said netsring

seans comprises an element (46) which has means (47) for

16

receiving a dose of powder, and is envabla between a first

position in which said doss receiving means (47) cocaunicate

with said reservoir (20) and a second position in which said

dose receiving means (47) ceaaunicate with an air passage (45)

associated with ssid noxxle (61).
*

7. A device according to CIala 6 whorein said catering

means ceaprise means (27) to create en elr flow to Cluidite

powder in said reservoir and to deliver e matared dose thereof

into said dose receiving moans (47)

.

e. A device according to clain 7 wherein said metering

means include means (27) to increase the pressure of air in

said reservoir (20) and to allow for the passage of

pressurized air to vent to ambient atmosphere after passing

through said doss receiving means (47) thereby loading a

powder dose in said dose receiving oaans.

9. A device according to Claim B wherein oaans (27) ere

provided to increase the pressure of air in said reservoir

(20) by compressing the voluas of air in the reservoir.

10. A device according to Claim 9 wherein a bellows (27)

is provided for compressing the volume of air in the reservoir

(20).

11. A device according to Claim 6 wherein said elesent

is e slide plate (46) with s doss receiving cavity (47)

therein.

13. A device according to Clain 6 ' wherein said

dispensing means comprise means (50,51,80) to nova said

elesent (46) from said first position to ssid eecond position.

13. A device according to Claim 12, wherein said

dispensing means comprise means (SI) to bias said element (46)

to said second position, end oaans (50.01) to temporarily

WO 94/0339 PCT/GB93/01893
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maintain said element (46) in said first position against said

bluing means (51) , said biasing means (51) being released by

ssid actuating means (31,72,74) after actuation of said

metering means (27,37,47).

14. A device according to Clain 1 wherein said actuating

teens (73) associated with said cover (13),

(31) acting thereon wherein, in one position

of the cam Beans (72), the control means (31) restrain both

the metering and dispensing means (27,37,47;50,51,60) , and la

a second position of the can means (72), the control means

(31) are actuated to release successively said mataring means

(27,37,47) and then said dispensing Deans (30,51,80)

15. A device according to Claim 1,

actuating means (31,72,74) are adapted to reset said metering

and dispensing means (27, 37, 47; SO, 51.60) on closing of said

(13).
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